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ABSTRACT

The study assessed budget implementation and controlling practice in the case of oromia regain sululta woreda. The study was descriptive in nature in order to examine the status, practice and problems by using mixed research approaches. To achieve the objective of the study data was collected from employee of the organization using close ended and mixed items questionnaire and unstructured interview as well as data from annual reports and manual of the organization. The target sample respondents include only 60 (managers, supervisors, coordinators and finance staffs) of oromia regian sululta woreda. Data were presented into table, graphs, and charts both percentage and slandered diversion research techniques were used during analyzing the data. Accordingly, the result of the study revealed that budget implementation and controlling system of the organization is affected through several factors such as, lack of lower level management participation on budget preparation of the bureau, time delay in the approved budget, underutilization of the estimated budget, time delay in reporting budget variance, lack of higher officials monitoring and evaluation system. Overall, the results of the standard diversion analysis revealed that all of the identified determinant factors positively and significantly standard diversion with the organization budget implementation and controlling system. Based on the findings the study is recommended, that, it is better to participate lower level organizational management in preparations of the organization budget and communicate strategic plan for all, to avoid underutilization of budget in the organization, it is better to see the previous years’ experience.
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CHAPTER ONE

1. Introduction
This study presents the assessment of budget implementation and controlling in oromia region surrounding Finfinne zonesulultaworeda administration of finance and economy development Bureau. This chapter tries to cover the background of the study; budget cycle, a statement of the problem; objective of the study; research questions; significance, scope and limitation of the study.

1.1 Background of the study
Budget is a document or financial plan of any organization be it government, nongovernment or private institutions. In all of the above type institutions, budget is used for allocating scarce resources among the different priorities of programs or activities. It consists of both revenue and expenditure. There are different ways of budget management practiced by the different types of organizations. Budget is central to realizing the national objectives, goals and programs linked to the role of government or public institutions in financial matters. To achieve this, Ethiopia reformed the budget structure since 1997 E.C under the government’s civil service reform program with the intention of changing the process and structure of budgeting with aim of improving budget management and implementation within the government body. The process of the reform is about how budgeting is done whilst the structure is what should be done. There are several new elements in the reform such as new chart of accounts, budget classification system and coding of budget transactions for an activity that should fit with the accounting system and new formats. Annual summary of revenue and expenditure /Annual account/ is a financial statement of a single economic entities composed of several legal entities, funds and account groups in one statement. It is the annual report required by the Government Accounting Standard Board to be prepared by every governmental entity as a matter of public record. Annual summary of government revenue and expenditure annual report is to review annual report concerning the government receipts and expenditures, assets and liabilities as well as the financial statistical data and submits auditor comments from each sector and the representative man reach on the desertion there are make division, classification and the presentation of the expenditures in the budget require special attention in budget and policy formulation. Equally important is the approach to design different programs that aim at public service delivery.
Basically the task of budget allocation is simple: allocate funds among government programs until an additional dollar moved to any program yields an additional return to society equal to the return lost from the program from which that dollar was taken. That is the public sector equivalent of the familiar resource allocation rule for profitability in business operations. The beneficiaries of the various government programs do not often the same people. Hence, the simple public program allocation rule may only be a glimmer in the politics of budget policy. Nevertheless, the budget process is where choices get made from among program alternatives. Some budget classifications may make the allocation choices more likely to improve conditions of society.

1.2 Budget Cycles in the bureau
This cycle or system ensures greater accountability for decisions. It also allows decision makers to modify the budget for efficiency and effectiveness. The budget cycle has three phases: executive preparation, legislative approval and budget execution. The budget execution: at the beginning of the fiscal year, bureaus carry out or execute their approved budget. Spending is monitored by the bureau and the executive budget office in order to ensure that appropriations are not overspent. This was usually done through these of accounting software that is designed to ensure that spending is within authorized amounts. Monthly, quarterly, and midyear budget reports were issued to that provide comparisons between actual revenue received to date and revenue projections actual expenditures compared to appropriations. If revenue projections were off the target, modifications should be made to ensure that the budget is balanced. Budget short falls can cause serious operating and personnel problems for bureau heads. A weak budget system and a poor budget choice aggravate social problems. More over even, where budgets are allocated to reach the poor and vulnerable groups, the funds may not reach the intended beneficiaries due to weak expenditure program/financial management and corruption. All are these factors justify the need for effective budget management (mahur.1997).

1.3 Statement of the problem
Budget is a main feature of most managements control system. When administrated intelligently, budgets provide effective role in the managerial activities. It compels planning including the implementation of plans; it provides performance criteria and promotes communication and co-ordination within the organization (Cheratony, 2004). Poor performance of budget admiration often happened in the weak links between policy making, planning and budgeting.
The sululta woreda overall performance depends on properly designs assessment of budget implementation and control systems. The woreda always prepared annual budget for the current year activities. Budget is quantitative expression for set period of line and planned or proposed future plan for action management. The planned budget should guide by the period of time chosen for future budget. Budgets are prepared for material needed, to purchase raw material /for Manufacturing firms/and for material known the desired levels of inventories. In developing budgetary process, recognition must be given to board of directors or higher officials the organization. The real purpose of budgeting should have several advantages. It guides monitoring the flow of the woreda activity at all. It also enhances the quality of the service that has control and accountability each participant through internal and external relations of managers to its employees and concerned parties at a whole. Related factors that are behind preparation of budget and the challenges faced in the implementation of the planned activities their consequence creates great impact on the woreda. Problem of budgeting is not the only preparation, but also on implementation. And many of the organization would not prepare budget according to their plan and thus this problem faces a series unfavorable budget variance. The study focuses in the factors that affect budgetary implementation and control system sauce as experience of managers and higher officials, un expected rate inflation, amount of budget and ability of the organization to fore cost control these factors. The factor concrete deviation between the budge teal results and the actual respects.

3. Research questions
This study attempts to address the following questions on budget implementation and control system in oromia regain in sululta woreda budget of finance and economic development
1. Does the budget implemented according to their plan?
2. How does the budget controlled and monitored?
3. What are the challenges in the preparation and implementation of the budget?
4. What is the factor of budget deficit?

1.4. Objectives of the study
1.4.1 General objective
1.4.1. General objective of the study
The main objective of the study was to assess budget implementation and controlling practice of oromia region in sululta woreda.

1.4.2. Specific objective
1. To assess the budget implemented according to their plan
2. To investigate how the budget controlled and monitored
3. To assess the challenges in the preparation and implementation of the budget
4. To investigate the factor of budget deficit

1.6 Significance of the study
Budget play a significant role by controlling and protecting the over and understatement of revenue and expenditure of different company and government units. But much emphasis does not give by these entities. Therefore, the study tries to address the area where emphasis does not give with oromia region sululta worea finance of economic development. Look with due attention, where the problem of over and understatement where take place within the organization. In this ways, the study can help to identify the existing challenges and posed on the successfulness by identifying the major constraints, which affect the company budget implementation and control practice. Furthermore, the findings of this research are mostly useful to an input for the sululta woreda managers and policy makers regarding budget implementation and control system, the study will be hoped to contribute idea for other researchers who wants to conduct further studies in the area.

1.7 Scope of the study
The present study deals with challenges on the implementation, and controlling the studies covered seven year (2007-2012EC) in oromia region in Finfinnestrandingsulultaworeda administration finance and economic developmentbureau. The study was investigating current budget implementation and controlling practice of the organization of policy and explore major factor affecting effective budget utilization of the organization and also users of that have under control by office of finance and economics development such as other Agencies/bureau and subpulls administration. It will gives emphasis on integration of plan and budget, appropriation and actual performance manpower problems, problem of action taken on the audit findings, timeliness on annual report and performance of auditing on allocated budget for the finance and economic bureau.


1.8 Limitations of the Study

While conducting this research was forcing the following limitation

Analysis of the expenditure budget implementation and contouring in the bureau is difficult.

There is no well-established and planned expenditure management.

The existing documents are mainly empirical, not fully reliable.

Some respondents were not willing to give relevant information related to the study. The other limitations are the absence of enough time to prepare the material and the absence of other research material which are conducted on the bureau.

CHAPTER TWO

2. Literature Review

2.1. Introduction

This section tries to see the analysis of the existing knowledge and other researchers “works from library, different websites, research papers and other documents in order to know the concept of budget, budget approval, budget implementation and budget control and some empirical literatures are discussed. In this part, assessment of related theoretical literature from different books written by different scholars on the basic concept of the government budget implementation and controlling was presented to identify and analysis documents consisting of information associated with the research problem being investigated.

2.2. Theoretical literature review

2.2.1 Definition & Concepts of budget

Budgeting is the process of creating a plan to spend your money. This spending plan is called a budget. Creating this spending plan allows you to determine in advance whether you will have enough money to do the things you need to do. Government has several policies to implement in the overall task of performing its functions to meet the objectives of social & economic growth. For implementing these policies, it has to spend huge amount of funds on defense, administration, and development, welfare projects & various other relief operations. It is therefore necessary to find out all possible sources of getting funds so that sufficient revenue can be generated to meet the excepted expenditure. Budget is most important information document of the government; one part of the government’s budget is similar to company's annual report. This
part presents the overall picture of the financial performance of the government. The second part of the budget presents government's financial plans for the period up to its next budget. So, every citizen of a nation from the common man to the politician is eager to know about the budget as they would like to get an idea of the:-

1. Financial performance of the government over the past one year.
2. To know about the financial programs & policies of the government for the next one year.
3. To know how their standard of living will be affected by the financial policies of the government in the next one year

2.2.2 Type of budget
Government budget basically classified according to the characteristics of the organization in such situation there are two types of budget recurrent and capital budget

2.2.3.1 Recurrent budget
A recurrent budget tracks ongoing revenues and expenses that occur on a regular basis, be they monthly, quarterly, semiannually, or annually. Also known as an operational budget, the current budget includes line items such as wages, utilities, rent or lease payments, and taxes. It also includes purchases that are expected to last for less than a year, such as office supplies. A recurrent budget can help a company manage its money and come up with strategies for cutting day-to-day costs.

2.2.3.2 Capital budget
A capital budget is used to evaluate potential investments or expenditures for specific projects or purposes. When a company draws up a capital budget, it is typically doing so to determine whether it makes financial sense to acquire a specific asset e.g., a warehouse or a piece of equipment -- or to pursue a new project. Capital budgets cover purchases that are expected to last more than a year. The amount a company spends on such purchases is known as a capital expenditure.

When a company creates a capital budget, it is usually with the goal of growing the business or increasing its value in the long run. However, the benefits of acquiring new purchases or pursuing special projects must be weighed against the costs involved.

2.2.4 Budget Preparation
Maitland (2001) mentions that the process of preparing and agreeing on a budget is means of translating the overall objectives of the organization into detailed, feasible plan of action. Public
budget preparation is one of the tedious tasks that any country should look upon; the preparation process for the annual budget involves a great deal of energy, time, and expense. Hence, it is important that a country must be able to follow accurately all the methods of preparing an annual budget. In budgeting, the focus is not only to prepare the budget, but more importantly to have a follow-up operation for budgeting and to act according to known data. Falk (1994) states that budgets are financial expressions of a country’s plan for a period of time. It tells where and how the organization will spend money and where the money will come from to pay these expenses. He adds that budgets set limits. Besides setting limits, Andrews and Hill (2003) say that budgets also provides the assurance that the most important needs of a country are met first and less important needs are deferred until there are sufficient funds in which to pay for them. Even though budget preparation is not the sole thing that needs consideration in budgeting, the basis of it is still needed in order to have at least close estimation.

As per Shah (2007) preparation of the budget usually takes many months and involves all public institutions: the Ministry of Finance manages the process; the Cabinet/President sets or approves the policy priorities, line ministries plan and advocate for their resource needs and the legislature reviews and approves the final plan. Preparation is at the heart of the political process: it is the decision on how to allocate the state’s limited resources to competing demands.

Preparing a budget proposal that suggests a set of recommended policies and stays within whatever financial limits are considered politically realistic has been a prominent issue in public budgeting Bunch and Straussman (1993). One approach is to set specific dollar ceilings on budget requests. This approach has the distinct advantage of making agencies prepare requests that include only financially feasible options Lee (1992). This method is often called fixed-ceiling budgeting. Budget ceilings instruct agencies to request next year’s budgets based on certain assumptions, such as their set of priorities regarding rankings.

Another approach is for the governor to provide policy guidance in terms of overall priorities and/or guidance by major program. According to Schiavo-Campo and Tommasi (1999) and Allen and Tommasi (2001), the Main starting points for the preparation of the annual budget should be a clear definition of fiscal targets and a strategic framework consisting of a comprehensive set of objectives and priorities. AsSchiavo-Campo (2007) stated a successful budget preparation process combines top down direction and bottom-up planning. The overall budget envelope and sector/ministry spending ceilings are usually set by the Ministry of Finance.
and the Cabinet/executive in accordance with policy objectives. These are then communicated to
the line ministries, which are responsible for preparing their respective sector budgets. Through
an iterative process of review, debate and bargaining, a consolidated budget is hammered out. A
budget proposal is then presented to the legislature, where it is debated and negotiated with the
executive and eventually passed into law.

2.2.5 Budget Utilization
Once a budget has been approved by the legislature, the government embarks on the challenging
task of spending funds. Utilizing public funds effectively to meet stated policy objectives while
ensuring value for money is often just as challenging than planning how to spend it. Several
reviews of Public Financial Management performance in developing countries show that
countries score significantly better on budget preparation than on budget utilizing. According to
Schiavo-Campo and Tommasi (1999) budget utilization is the phase where resources are used to
implement policies incorporated in the budget. As they argued, it is possible to utilize badly a
well-prepared budget; it is not possible to utilize well a badly prepared budget. As per Allen and
Tommasi (2001), successful budget utilization depends on numerous factors, such as the ability
to deal with changes in the macroeconomic environment, and the implementation capacities of
the agencies concerned. Besides to this, the budget system should assure effective expenditure
control. In addition to a realistic budget to begin with, a good budget utilization system should
have complete budgetary/appropriation accounting system. It is necessary to track transactions at
each stage of the expenditure cycle (commitment, verification, payment) and movements
between appropriations or budget items Schiavo-Campo and Tommasi (1999).

2.2.6 Managing and Monitoring Budget Utilization
As indicated by Tommasi (2007) there should be distribution of responsibilities for budget
utilization, budget appropriation management rules and budget revisions, various special issues
related to budget utilization, and the monitoring of budget execution. At the sometime budget
execution covers both activities related to the implementation of policies and tasks related to the
administration of the budget. Both the central agencies (the ministry of finance, the ministry of
planning in a dual budgeting system, and the prime minister’s office) and the spending agencies
are involved in these tasks. The distribution of responsibilities in budget management should be
organized according to the agencies “respective areas of responsibility and accountability.

2.2.7 Concepts of over and underutilization of budget
According to Allen and Tommasi (2001) stated that over utilizations are sometimes caused by non-compliance of budget managers with the spending limits defined in the budget, when committing expenditures. Since cash allocated to spending units for appropriated expenditures is generally controlled, these overruns generate spending arrears; Overruns are often the result of off-budget spending mechanisms (payment from special accounts etc). In some countries, payments made through exceptional procedures are not controlled against the appropriations and are therefore an important cause of overruns; lack of compliance can be addressed through strengthening the audit system, and reporting system, and ensuring the effectiveness of the basic budget execution controls. Moreover, overruns can be caused by deficiencies in budget preparation, Sound budget preparation processes and adequate institutional arrangements are a prerequisite for avoiding overruns. On the other hand, Allen and that Tommasi (2001) expressed in a number of countries, the official budget is under spent, particularly its non-wages expenditure items. This does not necessarily mean that there is good fiscal discipline in these countries. In some countries with poor governance, under spending of the official budget may coexist with large amounts of off budget spending.

2.2.8 Reason for variation between budgeted and actual Expenditures
As per Omitoogun and Hutchful (2006), there are a number of factors that can explain why actual expenditure deviates from the levels approved at the beginning of the financial year in any sector. The reasons for deviations may vary over time. Some of the more common causes are deviation in aggregate expenditure; reallocation of fund during budget implementation; policy changes during the year; an inability to implement policies, program and projects; and a lack of financial discipline contribute for variation in budgeted and actual expenditure, lack of day to day monitoring and controlling commitment and weak transparency, accountability and participatory on planning and implementation of government budget.

2.2.9 BUDGETARY CONTROL
The institute of cost management accountant defined budgetary control as the establishment of budget relating to the responsibilities of executive to the requirement of policy and the continuous campaigned of accrual budgeted results either to by individual’s actions the objectives of the policy is to provide a basis for provision. The two basic functions, of budgeting deals with comparison of actual results with the budgeted data, evaluation for difference and the
taking of corrective action to adjust for difference when necessary. The comparison of budget and actual data could occur only after actual accounting data have been accumulated. Omolehinwa (2004) sees budgeting control system which uses budget as a planning in controlling all aspect of services. Preplanning is a cardinal facture of budgeting control and that each budget has the action of the people their performance and the cost they incur. Budgeting control from the perspective of management or exception stated that budgeting control is a tool which enables management to consider only items that do not go according to plan and to concentrate on exceptions. However, Godwin (2001) sees budgeting controls a system which uses budgets as a means of planning and controlling all aspect of services. Preplanning is a cordial facture of budgeting control. The plan is represented in the master budget. Each segment of the master budget is covered by a functional budget. However, he presented what as considered as landmark in budgeting analysis as it relates to Nigeria. He stressed on the relationship between accounting and budgeting he was of the view that accounting system and budget are built around the organization structure and both are information system concerned with the same operation and financial situation. The budgeting process helps to organize and formulate the planning required for these operations express objectives and then, becomes a means to measure the extent to which the plans have been achieved. Budgetary control is planned to assist management in the following ways In the allocation of responsibility and authority.

- To aid in making estimate and plans for the future.
- To assist in the analysis of variations between estimated and actual results.
- To develop basic of measurement or standards with which to activate the efficiency of operations. He is of the view that management use of budget for control involves comparison of actual and budget figures for each division by the budget committee followed by regular conference with supervisors and departmental heads in order to analyze variance and to inaugurate steps to correct unsatisfactory operation or to revise the budget. Emeka (2009) emphasized on the importance of budgets, and noted that the assessment of budget is only one of phrase of comprehensive system of budgetary control. He was of the view that no matter how carefully budgets are comprised; they will be largely ineffective run less an efficient routine is in operation for comparing result with the budget and explaining the cause variations.
Budgetary control can be operated without standard costing all the budgeting control is facilitated where standard cost is in operation. However, it would be difficult to operate system if standard costing of budgets are not in use. Budgetary cannot relate to expenditure to persons who incurs it so that actual expenses can be compared with budgeted expenses.

The use of budgetary control provides a co-ordination factor in business. Its importance as a cool of management can be deduced from the foregoing discussion. It could be seen that it is as significant in planning as it is in control with budget oppression. Here actual performance is compared with budget outcome and favorable or unfavorable variance determined. The cause of this variance is sought out and checked thus enabling management to plan it future operations.

Ama (2003) explains budget control for a cool for planning while budgetary control services as the yard stick for the measuring actual performance with that budgeted through the analysis of variance. For budgetary process to be effective the participation of top management is not only required but the true participation, co-operation and understanding of the middle and tower management is also comparative.

2.2.10 Limitation of budgetary control system

**Estimates:** Budgets may or may not be true, as they are based on estimates. The assumptions about future events may or may not actually happen.

**Rigidity:** Budgets are considered as rigid document. Too much emphasis on budgets may affect Day to day operations and ignores the dynamic state of organizational functioning.

**False Sense of Security:** Mere budgeting cannot lead to profitability. Budgets cannot be executed automatically. It may create a false sense of security that everything has been taken care of in the budgets.

**Lack of coordination:** Staff cooperation is usually not available during Budgetary Control exercise.

**Time and Cost:** The introduction and implementation of the system may be expensive.

2.3 Empirical literature review

The empirical study concerns on prior academic research on the assessment of budget implementation and controls practice. In this case there are certain empirical studies undertake by different researchers related to the budget implementation and controls discussed in the following .According to Getachew (2006) conducted a study on the analysis of medium term expenditure planning and budget allocation in Ethiopia stated that, even though there have
been several attempts to address the weaknesses of the Ethiopian budgetary system and try to resolve conflict between annual budget perspectives with medium term planning horizons, successful modern budgeting system remains a continuous problem of the country. In addition, Gechew explained that, the main problems of the Ethiopian budget process systems were:

1. Lack of proper medium term perspective;
2. Lack of properly integration of capital and recurrent budget;
3. The head of public bodies did not give much attention for preparation of budget;
4. Budget doesn’t give incentives for efficiency;
5. During budget utilization performance measures is not applied;
6. the relationship between budget and macro-economic policy framework is insufficient;
7. Preparation of budget based on unreliable data and estimation;
8. the budget system was ineffective to ensure financial accountability; and
9. Involvement of stakeholder and Political commitment in the budget process are limited.

In line with this Abdu (2009) conducted a study on the assessment of budget process inkobo worked. The main aim of the research was to enhance understanding on the government budget preparation, budget approval, budget implementation and budget control. The study concludes that there is a problem in preparation of medium term expenditure planning and Priority setting was not according to the national and regional objectives. The legislature did not make any serious deliberation and has no influence in the priority setting of the budget. With regard to the budget implementation, even though the public sectors preparing the action plan for purchasing of goods and services it is not practical operational. Finally the researcher identifies that there was no well qualified and professional auditor. Most of the time sectors were not audited on time. The audit standards like professional skills, and independence were not properly functioning. According to Horngren, Sundem, Stratton, Burgstahler&Schatzberg, (2008) state that, recent surveys show just how valuable budgets can be. They assert that, a study of more than 150 organizations in North America listed budget preparation and utilization as the most frequently used as most important part of budget process. One of the usefulness of the process of budgeting forces manager to become a better administrator and puts planning in the fore front of managers” mind.

In the same book, Horngren et al., (2008) also point out that the result of a survey carried out in the same place (North America) shows that most managers still agree that good
budget preparation and utilization, correctly used as significant value to management. They reported that over 92% of the 150 companies in North America prepared and utilized budget and remarked budget process as the top among the top activity expected from management. In the same view in a roundtable discussions organized by CIMA and ICAEW in 2004 on “The traditional role of budgeting process in organization”, it is stated that budgeting and the accompanying process are indispensable and that, research in organizations seems to suggest that this is a commonly held view. It was further stated that, traditional budget process remains widespread. Some claim that as many as 99% of European companies have a budget in place and no intention to abandon it (kennedy&Dugdale 1999, cited in CIMA-ICAEW, 2004). Consistent with this, Anand (2004) in a survey carried out in India found out that good budget process as one part of management control system is widespread. Precisely, 88.7% of the respondents in their study prepared budgets. They assert that nearly all the companies in Australia, Japan, UK, and USA prepare budgets (Asada et al., 1989, Blayney&Yokoyoma, 1991, Chenhall&Langfield 1998 all cited in Anand et al., 2004). On the contrary, research also shows that over 60% of companies claim they are continuously trying to improve the budgeting process to meet the demands set for management in creating sustainable value (Ekholm&wallin, 2000, cited in CIMA-ICAEW, 2004). According to Bourne (2004), Canfield. University in 2001 teamed up with Accenture’s finance and performance management service line to undertake a large worldwide review of planning and budgeting. They focused on 15 companies in the US and Europe which had already made adjustments to their budgeting practice. In addition, the researchers reviewed over 100 academic and practitioner books on the subject. The result showed a widespread dissatisfaction with the budgeting process (Bourne, 2004). According to Afemikhe (2003), these three elements of value for money can be described for budget controls and implementation as follows:

A. Economic is the practice by management of the virtues of thrift and good housekeeping. An economical operation acquires resources in appropriate quality and quantity at the lowest cost.

B. Efficiency is making sure that the maximum useful output is gained from the resources devoted to each activity, or alternatively, that only the minimum level of resources are devoted to achieving a given level of output. The efficiency of an operation could be said to have increased
if either lower cost were used to produce a given amount of output, oral given level of cost has resulted in increased output.

C. Effectiveness is ensuring that the output from any given activity is achieving the desired results. There is, therefore, the need to establish that the desired goals are being achieved in order to evaluate effectiveness. The type of interrelationship among these three elements is that all of them must be in place before the assessment of value for money can be complete. Right things must be done, using the right method and at minimum cost. For instance, as much as effectiveness is linked with the achievement offset objectives, it is also important to expect that the objectives are achieved by the application of the right methods that is, efficiency. The use of sledge hammer to kill housefly, though effective is not efficient. The application of value for money concept to auditing leads to the concept of Value for Money (VFM) audit. It is applicable to both the private and public sector, but more emphasis has been placed on its application to the public sector. It is related to the extent to which funds are spent economically, efficiently and effectively. It is also referred to as Comprehensive Audit or Efficiency Audit. Turyakina (2004) pointed that, budgets play a highly important role in performance evaluation. Attaining corporate objectives is per amount to success. Performance of any organization is often evaluated by measuring success in meeting the budget objectives. When budget is successfully implemented and executed will enable realization of company objectives and once this has been done the organization is said to have achieved at performance level. Thus, efficient budget management is important for smooth performance of any organization.

In a study, Douglas (1994) used a case study approach and found that budgeting places high importance on budget-actual- comparison for performance evaluation purpose; both at corporate and subordinate levels. Moreover, there are other factors that influence motivation to perform; participation in the whole budgeting process that is involvement of all employees, from subordinate to corporate level in preparation of budget. Budgeting and budgetary control mainly forms and give an organization the structural support to achieve its goals and objectives and maximizing performance through effective resource allocation.

A study by Joye and Blayney (1990) found that budget variances were used by 87% of respondents for setting goals and evaluating performance by Australian firms.
Guilding et al. (2000) found that accountants in New Zealand and United Kingdom tend to see variances from budget as being important and performance appraisal was based mainly on budget achievement. According to Joshi et al. (2007), examines budgetary planning, control and performance evaluation in developing countries. A questionnaire survey of 60 medium and large sized firms including both listed and non-listed firms was conducted. His findings revealed that most of the firms prepare long-range plans and operating budgets, and use budget variance to measure performance for timely recognition of problems and to improve the next period’s budget. Moreover, findings showed that the main purposes of budgeting in most companies are to: maximization and the control performance by investigating variances. Poor cooperation and ineffective planning are the main reasons for not achieving the required standard targets.

### 2.3.1 Research Gaps

Different scholars were discussed in the theoretical as well as empirical literatures in order to identify government budget implementation & controls in the public sectors. In many developing countries, including in Ethiopia different researches were conducted in the medium term expenditure planning, budget allocation, budget implementation and auditing and also to some level of extent stated. There are different problems of budgeting in Ethiopia at national and regional level. On the other hand, those studies have a drawback in showing how government budgets are implemented in public sectors; to examine the linkage between public sector’s plan and budget and to identify the major challenges faces in the budget implementation of the public sectors. This is because; the political views of public budgeting are more difficult, particularly in federal democratic republic countries like Ethiopia where there is a legitimate power and resource distribution among different levels of government. The FDRE constitution established in 1994 adopted various proclamations in order to administer and manage economic and social development. The Proclamation No7/1992 stated that, the decentralized regional states recognize the right to prepare, approves, implement and control; their economic and social development policies and strategies, control their expenditure planning. Therefore, it is important to study the distribution of financial resources, where development and poverty reduction programs are urgent priorities to address sustainable development goals at this time. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to assess and discussed the budget implementation & controls mainly on the plan & budget integration, appropriation and actual budget performance, utilization and controlling
limited recourse and performing audit for allocated budget and how it looks like, infinfinne zone surrounding sululta woreda administration in office of finance and economic development.

CHAPTER THREE

3. Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction
The research states what was really performed and how the study was accomplished describing and define the type of the research design used and procedures chosen for collecting data &making analysis together with the reasons behind their application in detail as well as impractical terms

3.2 Research objective
The main objectives of this study are to assess the budget implementation and controlling Practice in oromia surrounding finifinne zone of finance and economic development Bureau.

3.3 Research Approaches
Research approaches are mechanisms of attaining research objectives. The approaches are to achieve the best alternate possible of the research objectives. Research approaches are so depend based on the feasibility of the choose and selected approaches. The common best research approaches are quantitative, qualitative and mixed research approaches. Quantitative approach uses surveys of cross-sectional or longitudinal using self-administered semi-structured questionnaires or structured interviews for data collection, with the intent of generalizing from a sample to a population (Babbie, 1990). A qualitative research approach uses strategies of inquiry including narratives, ethnographies, case studies, observations, interviews, and the results are communicated subjectively through descriptions using words rather than numbers (Creswell, 2003, p.186-187). Moreover Qualitative researchers tend to use open-ended questions so that participants can express their views. Under this method contact with the field of research may be based on interviews, observations, or analysis of documents and other artifacts. In addition, literature studies are performed to the extent required to develop sensitivity in observation and interpretation (Atkinson and Hamersley, 1994). Finally, a mixed methods approach is one in which the researcher tends to base knowledge claims on pragmatic grounds (e.g., consequence-oriented, problem-centered, and pluralistic). It employs strategies of inquiry that involve collecting data either simultaneously or sequentially to best understand research problem (cress
well, 2009). The data collection also involves gathering both numeric information (e.g., on instruments) as well as text information (e.g., on interviews) so that the final database represents both quantitative and qualitative information. The advantage of a quantitative research approach may be limitations for a qualitative approach and vice versa. Mixed research approach, is supposed to tap the limitations of quantitative and qualitative approaches, bases on pragmatic knowledge claims (Sale et al, 2002). The goal for researchers using the mixed methods approach is to draw from the strengths and minimize the weaknesses of the quantitative and qualitative research approaches by combining them (Carrie, 2007).

3.4 Research Methods
This research uses both quantitative and qualitative approaches. According to Creswell (2003) each approach has limitations which are possible to be minimized using the combined research approach. For example quantitative approach may cause bias in reliability of findings because of the nature of research problem, non-representativeness of sample or the nature of questionnaires that predicts clue. In addition it is difficult to minimize the impact of human behavior using quantitative approach. Joseph (2006) justified that qualitative techniques can increase a research’s depth of understanding of the phenomenon under investigation. Qualitative approach is exploratory and flexible in nature to identify problems that are affected by human behavior. Regardless of the above advantage, qualitative research design has its own demerits: lack of standardized rules reduces the objectivity of the findings, the personal view and stand of the researcher may induce bias in the interpretation of the data, and the findings cannot be statistically generalized for a broader population under investigation (Creswell, 2003). Hence, the combined methods are aimed to complement one another and gather reliable Information to draw representative outcome and conclusion.

3.4.1 Qualitative Approach
Qualitative research approach is a means for exploring and understanding individuals or groups scribe to a social or human problem (Creswell, 2009). Qualitative research is typically used to answer questions of complex phenomena. Thus, in the current study qualitative data is needed to address the final research objective stated as identifying specific areas of problem in budget utilization and controlling within the office of finance and economic development.
3.4.2 Quantitative Approach

As noted earlier a quantitative approach is one in which the investigatory primarily uses postpositive claims for developing knowledge, employs strategies of inquiry such as experiments and surveys, and collect data on predetermined instruments that yield statistics data. Survey Research provides a quantitative or numeric description of trends, attitudes, or opinions of a Population by studying a sample of that population. Even if there are two strategy of inquiry under quantitative approach, this study will use a survey design. Survey method is advantageous for its merit of economy of design and it enables to gather enough information, which may not available from other source

3.4.3 Survey Instrument

The survey instrument contains both open and closed ended questions. There is one open-ended question that gives the respondent freedom to indicate the area not mentioned in the close ended questionnaire. The close ended questionnaires are developed in three sections. The first one is on the general aspect of the respondent and the second one is developed based on standard of budget utilization and controlling and to evaluate whether the status and experience of the respondents has the challenge of integration of budget and plan &also used to the reason for budget variation from actual performance and the third one is how to conducting performance audit and internal control are in those samples of BoFED This section uses questions to finance and internal audit employees with response ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Finally this method of data collection was considered appropriate because the information sought is not publicly available and the finance department employees including internal auditors in the BoFED are in a good position to know the answers to the questions asked (see the instrument in appendix I).

3.4.4 Sample Design

According to research scholars, sample shouldn’t be too large to be economical and shouldn’t be too small to keep validity of findings. Despite the fact that this study used two sampling stages. Therefore the researcher is to collected data from BoFED 20 employees (including top management body), from woreda council head of budget, finance committee and the others are committee members, from Audit Bureau Auditor general, deputy auditor general, Audit manager and the audit team of consolidated financial statements and the researcher also collect data three employees from each Sulultaworeda totally the study forty (60)respondents wants collected and analysis the data.
3.5. Data Sources
The type of data collection method is a great value to interpret them properly. The data gathered through primary and secondary methods were analyzed using both primary and secondary data analysis methods. The data collected in the course of questionnaire, analyzed and presented through descriptive statistics such as tables, graphs, and percentages. Qualitative method of data analysis was also employed for feedbacks obtained using open-ended questionnaires and structured interviews for each of response given by respondents of budget user staffs sululta woreda Administration Finance and Economic Development Bureau & other pull sector. Budget experts and from Audit Bureau Auditor general in explanatory way. For possible achievement of the objective of the paper the researcher would use both primary and secondary data, Primary data was obtained from oral interview and questionnaire from in charge, and higher official and observations and Secondary data was collected from These include data that have been already collected and readily available from other sources. It covers all published such as books, journals, and statistics, financial reports & Review all available financial law, regulations, and directives, accounting manuals, guide line and annual reports and articles and journals about GTP, including from different books of Faculty of Business and Economics (FBE) library would be used as a source of information to the study.

3.6. Sampling Techniques
The researcher would use judgmental sampling technique is used to gather data. Because it was believed that judgmental sampling was more representative and appropriate to gather the necessary data for this particular research.

3.8. Data Collection Methods
In order to gather the data, the researcher employed both open and closed questionnaires since it is more convenient and easy to collect the required information.

**Interview:** the bureau of finance and economic development plan, budget, monitoring and evaluation process to get the correct baguette distribution in sululta woreda finance bureau, pull sector and head of budget and finance committee, Audit manager and the audit team of consolidated financial statements & some budgetary institutional finance bureau interviewed.

**Questionnaires:** two types of questionnaires that one is for plan, budget, monitoring and controlling process employee and the other for Finance core process and Modern Internal Audit Core Process employees. The questionnaires which comprise both close ended and open-
ended is prepared in English that respondents easily understand the question and give appropriate answer.

3.9. Data Analysis

According to the researcher, the appropriate method of analysis for the study is descriptive method. Categorization or separations of data set was also a form of analysis to make the data easily manageable. Organizing, editing, ordering and manipulating the data were provided descriptive information that answered questions in the problem defined. The study has attempted to describe consistency in the analysis of data. The research employs quantitative data analysis, such as percentage, simple tables, charts and qualitative methods because the researcher using the percentage to make dealer the assumption of respondent. Both ways of budget implementation and controlling practice the data analysis is based on the reply by the respondents on their degree of agreement or disagreement with each of the Questions on a Likert response scale (Likert, 1932) however the analysis is based on how many responses of the respondents is close to this expected value

3.10 Expected result and output of the study

The researcher tries to enhance the economically, effectively and efficiently utilization of budget for development and also mitigate the existing problem to sustaining rapid and equitable growth, therefore the expected result on this study is they may be improper utilization of budget with lack of continues controlling and taking corrective action for poor management. To measure budget performance, they need to monitor the extent to which budget estimates match actual results. This helps ensure financial control and identify where change is required. Monitoring budget accuracy is the responsibility of all managers, effective monitoring of budget performance requires that managers be provided with relevant, timely and accurate information appropriate to their level of responsibility. It also requires managers to provide feedback in a timely manner about underlying causes and effects of budget variations, as well as planned actions to manage variations. The effectiveness of internal financial reporting is likely to be enhanced when reports are prepared for each level of budget accountability and summarized appropriately for each level of management

CHAPTER FOUR
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
4.1. General overview
In this chapter the data collected from various sources related with budget implementation and controlling of oromia region surrounding fining sululta woreda Administration finance and economic development office has been discussed, the researcher focuses on data analysis and presentation in relation to a study Assessment on Budget Implementation and Controlling in Growth and Transformation Plan (GTP) of City Government of sululta woreda of Finance and Economic. The data presentation and analysis the data that collected from both primary and secondary sources was analyzed using themes from research questions and objectives. The raw collected data from employees, officials and secondary data sources were categorized, edited, organized and analyzed using both quantitative and qualitative methods. The quantitative data was converted into relevant information using analysis of ratios, frequencies and percentage; and was presented in tables and figures mainly to support the qualitative descriptions this is the way of data analysis.

4.2. Response Rate
As it has been clearly shown in on this, the researcher has distributed the questioners related to Integration of planning and budgeting, the challenge of the variation budget and planning, implementation and control & performance auditing for allocated budget from BoFED 15 employees (including top management body), from woredacouncil head of budget and finance committee plus 9 of the committee members, from Audit Bureau Auditor general, deputy auditor general, Audit manager and the audit team the methodology part of the research, the total sample of the target population was sixty (60). Based of consolidated financial statements and three employees from each Sub cities planner, accountants and internal auditors for controls for appropriately utilization of limited Resource. The researcher 32 questioners were distributed to sixty (60) target people 53 (90%) of the respondents were filled and returned back to the researcher and 22(100%) questioners were properly collected.

4.3. Characteristics of the Respondents
The characteristics of the respondents are presented below as follows in terms of Generally, characteristics such as age, gender, education level, work experience, etc. are being considered as socio-demographics and are being asked in all kinds of surveys.
4.4. Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents

Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents those Socio-demographics are nothing more than characteristics of a population.

4.4.1 Gender Composition of the Respondents

Figure 4.1: Gender compositions of respondents

Source: Filed Survey (2020)

4.4.1.2 Educational Level of Respondents

Related to their education level, it is shown in the figure 4.2 below, the majority of the 43(43%) of them are first degree holders, while 18(30%) of them are diploma graduates. Moreover, respondents 13(22%) are certificate 3(5%), are master’s degree and above. Therefore, since the education level relates to the profession and, we can assume that the information provided by the respondents approaches to accurate result.
4.4.1.3 Work Experience

Concerning the work experience of the respondent shows that, 9(15%) of them have work experience of less than 5 years, 38(63%) of the respondents have work experience of in-between 6-12 years, whereas, 6(10%) of the respondents have work experience in-between 13-20 years. Finally, the other 7 (12%) of the respondent has work experience above 16 years. Therefore, as clearly indicated in the shown figure, most of the respondents, 63% have between 13-20 of work experiences, which may have a positive impact in the total activity of the BoFED because of the respondent have a lot of work experience and they know very well rather than 6-12 years” work experience relatively and also the others, therefore clearly understand the questioners and fill the appropriate answers budget integration with plan appropriation and actual performance, budget utilization and controlling and auditing performance for allocated budget at office of finance and economic development.
4.5 Integration of Planning and budgeting

Integrated planning supports strategic decision-making by providing a comprehensive view of resources and commitments that ensures the alignment of financial and capital resources with academic priorities. Prior to adopting integrated planning, fragmented planning activities occurred across the town. Therefore, the Sululta Woreda of finance and economic development bureau required line agencies to define their mission, objectives, and activities and linking expenditure to measures of performance in terms of outputs and outcomes. Accordingly, the following questions were asked to see whether there is integration between planning and budgeting in the OoFED:

Source: Filed Survey (2018)
of the sample planer and budget holders in integration to plan and budget preparation. Four (4) questions were forwarded on the preliminary part of integration of budget with plan and budget requested.

**Table 4.1 Integration of planning and budget in**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTION</th>
<th>Strongly</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Stdev.s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 The office has mechanism to link the annual budget proposal with the physical plans of budgetary institutions</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 There is strong relationship between project planning and formulation of capital budget in every spending agency</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Medium term expenditure Frame work (MTEFs) is prepared in each spending agency</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 You have adequate understanding to prepare plan and budget</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 The office was integrated with the office of finance and economic development to control their currently budget</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**4.5.1 Existence of Medium Term Expenditure Frame work**

The above table 4.1 shows that on the issue of integration of planning and budgeting on the MTEFs approach from the total 30 of the respondent is disagree therefore According to MTEF approach which is explained in the above in detailed, the researcher asked whether this approach is prepared in each spending agency or not. Consequently, majority of the respondents 30(56%) disagree and 17(31%) agree with statement. On the other hand, 2(13%) becomes strongly agree with the statement. Based on these responses, we can understand that the city government expenditure management system does not involve Medium term perspective which can indicate there is lack of highly integration to the
Medium expenditure framework prepared in each spending, therefore in the BoFED
Prioritized the resource to utilized properly is not well connection was depending on expenditure.

4.5.2 Linking of the annual budget to physical plan
Linking of annual budget to physical plan 32(59%) of respondents strongly agree and 14(26%) agree that there is a mechanism to link the annual budget proposal with the Developmental plans of spending agencies. On the other, 8(15%) of respondents disagree that there is no mechanism. The reason for this according to open-ended interview Questions is that BoFED have already started program budgeting within some budgetary institution. In addition, through the city government adopted program budgeting in some spending agencies, its implementation is limited to some bureaus, but most bureaus and sub cities of the City administration are still using the line item budgeting approach. As we know line item budgeting is input oriented and a tool for financial compliance and control. Moreover, evidence from secondary data ensured that there is low utilization of capital budget that can be an indication for lack of integration between plan and budget. In addition to the fact that there is in some sub cities there is low linkage of budget with physical plan the reports that show and the auditors that recommend them. Instead of this the city administration of finance and economic development there is a gap between budget and physical plan linkage specially at the beginning of the budget year.

4.5.3 Relationship between project planning and formulation of capital budget
Project planning is concerned with identification of projects that are expected to be undertaken in every year and this plan should be linked with the capital budgeting. Accordingly, the researcher asked respondents to rate about the relationship between project planning and formulation of capital budget. Consequently, majority of the respondents 25(47%) agree and 11(20%) neutral and 11(20%) disagree that the project planning is linked with capital budgeting. However, 7(13%) strongly disagree that there is relationship between the two but thirteen percent of the respondents are strongly disagree there for they are lack of the planning and formulation capital budget in some extents. In addition, it was revealed from responses for open-ended questions that OFFED does not submit performance plan with the budget proposal, Performance plan is submitted by spending agencies themselves to their respective bureau. This indicates that, the activity of capital budgeting and project planning is not well integrated.

4.5.4 Adequate understanding to prepare plan and budget
During budget preparation, trade-offs and prioritization among programs must be made to ensure that the budget fits government policies and priorities. Next, the most cost-effective variants must be selected. Finally, means of increasing operational efficiency in government must be sought. None of these can be accomplished unless financial constraints are built into the process from the very start then daily activities for budget administration rest mainly with the spending agencies themselves. Therefore, to achieve sufficient resource allocation there should be proper analysis of the budget preparation by spending agencies. Accordingly, regarding the proper analysis of the budget by the spending agencies the majority of the respondents is 25(47%) disagree, 8(33%) neutral, 7(13%) strongly disagree and 4(7%) of the respondent strongly disagree that public agencies analyze their budget inters of government priority. It was also indicated on the responses for open-ended questions that the problems in budget preparation are, BoFED does not give sufficient time for budget hearing and also does not try to check whether spending agencies are requesting budget for the plan they have. In addition, spending agencies do not have appropriate standard and unit cost to prepare their budget. This all have a negative effect on the preparation thus spending trend.

4.6. Budget and expenditure of the woreda administration

The nature the budget differs across nations to nations because of economic, social, and administrative realities and trends of the specific country therefore multiple factors to consider to analyzing budget and expenditure , Comparison between of appropriations and actual spending of recurrent and capital budget, the proportion of capital and recurrent budget, and; Growth and Transformation plan (GTP) budget and actual budgeting Comparison are presented consecutively to achieved the objective and to identified the variation of budget and plan for low budget utilization performance.

4.6.1. Comparison of budget versus expenditure

The comparison of budget and expenditure for both types recurrent and capital for presenting and analyzing the consecutively improvement for the city budget utilization performance according to the city monitoring and evaluation criteria.

4.6.1. Recurrent Budget

A recurrent budget tracks ongoing revenues and expenses that occur on a regular basis, bethey monthly, quarterly, semiannually, or annually. Also known as an operational budget, a recurrent budget includes line items such as wages, utilities, rent or lease payments, and taxes. Recurrent
budget is used to daily operational activities that do not have long term nature and exhausted with in the fiscal year.

Table 4.2 comparison of appropriation and actual spending for recurrent for recurrent by budget years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal year</th>
<th>Total appropriations</th>
<th>Total actual spending</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Percentage of speeding from the appropriations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>65,500,000.00</td>
<td>65,250,176.92</td>
<td>249,823.08</td>
<td>99.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>79,500,000</td>
<td>78,958.211</td>
<td>541789</td>
<td>99.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>88,900,000</td>
<td>88,888,000.09</td>
<td>11999.91</td>
<td>99.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>110,000,000</td>
<td>104,102,000</td>
<td>5,898,000</td>
<td>94.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>130,000,000</td>
<td>122,229,397.54</td>
<td>7770602.46</td>
<td>94.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>140,600,000</td>
<td>132,694,008.91</td>
<td>7,905,991.09</td>
<td>94.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OFFED

![Fiscal year chart](chart.png)
Table 4.2 shows the total appropriations for recurrent budget for the sulultaworeda and the actual yearly spending from its appropriations. Consequently, the total appropriation for this budget type increase from year to year because of the increment in the total national budget and especially since sulultaworeda have responsibility for design, manage and follows up of the implementation of various reforms. Regarding to the total actual spending from its respective appropriation, the amount of spending increases across the years, the reason for this according to the interview result is that, there is an increment in the prices of goods and services, new housing development projects, the salary increment made nationwide and new employees are joined the woreda as result of new organizational structure allowed recently budget year and improvements employee performance. Therein 3-4 % of difference therefore there is a significant difference in absolute amount between the appropriation and the actual spending of the sululta woreda, the percentage of spending shows somewhat uniform pattern. However as open-ended question and the fact that the annually report show there is idle budget Display at the end of the budget year than means there is low linkage of plan and budget as discussed above. For example the total spending for the year 2007 is less than the approved budget of the particular year. The difference is birr 249,823.08 which is about 0.4 % of the total budget approved for the respective year. In a similar ways, the total spending made during the year 2012 is birr 7,905,991.09 less than the appropriation. This also account for about 0.5 % for the total approved budget. This fact can be justified as the percentage change in utilization is small due to the fact that, both budget and expenditure indicates similar pattern. The woreda of the budget increased year after year so that as show table 4.1 appropriation of recurrent budget against spending is incrementing trend therefore there is an increasing of a difference, so they city have a variation of budget with plan according to setting priority strategies but not the fact that show there is a difference of budget performance.

4.6.1.2. Capital Budget

Capital budgeting, and investment appraisal, is the planning process used to determine whether an organization’s long term investments such as new machinery, replacement of machinery, new plants, new products, and research development projects are worth the funding of cash through the firm’s capitalization structure. Capital budgeting makes decisions about the long-term investment of organization’s capital into operations. Planning the eventual returns on investments in machinery, real estate and new technology are all examples of capital budgeting.
The table 4.2 show that the total appropriations of the capital budget for the city government and the actual yearly spending. Consequently, the total appropriations for this budget type increases from year to year. According to the respondents for interview questions, the main reason for this continuous increment is the Government to give due attention for developmental activities and increasing Tax revenue consists of the income received from different taxes and other duties levied by the government in Growth and Transformation Plan by lunched huge project for specific operation to fulfill the demands of the public in the woreda.

Table 4.3: Comparison of appropriations and actual spending for Capital budget

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal year</th>
<th>Total appropriations</th>
<th>Total actual spending</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Percentage of speeding from the appropriations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>76,500,000</td>
<td>70,320,000</td>
<td>6,180,000</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>85,550,000</td>
<td>84,500,000</td>
<td>1,050,000</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>110,000,000</td>
<td>105,400,000</td>
<td>4,600,000</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>116,800,000</td>
<td>115,488,000</td>
<td>1,312,000</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>125,000,000</td>
<td>122,000,876.89</td>
<td>2,999,123.11</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>135,000,000</td>
<td>132,500,000.56</td>
<td>2,499,999.44</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the above table 4.3 Regarding to the total actual spending from its respective appropriation; the amount of spending, increases across the years. If one observes table 4.2 for example, the spending growth ranges from above birr 76,500,000 billion for the year 2007 to above birr 135,800,000 billion in the year 2012 in which the trend has an increment all over the study periods. Despite the fact that, the overall spending of the city government regarding capital budget shows an increasing trend like its appropriations, its percentage of utilizations not attractive. The above facts are presented in the following graph in a clear manner. This graph shows respective practices of the appropriation, actual expenditure and budget left over unused. Despite the fact that; all show an increasing trend there is a significant difference in absolute amount between the appropriation and the actual spending of the sululta woreda. Unlike to the trend of appropriation, actual spending and budget, the percentage of spending from the appropriated amount shows uniform trend over the study periods. As it is clearly evident from the above table the utilization of the capital budget was 92% in 2007 this figure increasing to 98% in 2012 perhaps it is minimum, then increasing at increasing rate to 96% in 2009 and increase to 99% in 2010 & in 2011 also increasing in 98% and continues to 2012 In increasing 98%. This show there using capital budgetsululta woreda always using appropriations the capital budget rather than recurrent budget there for as open-ended discussions there is a high formulation of planning budget and rich budget management, good of skill and high political commitments for project evaluation and timely taking corrective action the auditors that recommend and suggest solution.

4.6.1.3. Proportional of Capital and Recurrent Budget

Differentiating the proportion of each budget type is very important to evaluate whether the sululta woreda gives due emphasis to developmental or non-developmental activities.
Table 4.4 Comparison of the proportion of capital and recurrent budget

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Budget</th>
<th>Recurrent Budget</th>
<th>Capital Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>142,000,000</td>
<td>65,250,176.92</td>
<td>70,320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>165,050,000</td>
<td>78,958.211</td>
<td>84,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>198,900,000</td>
<td>88,888,000.09</td>
<td>105,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>226,800,000</td>
<td>104,102,000</td>
<td>115,488,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>255,000,000</td>
<td>122,229,397.54</td>
<td>122,000,876.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>275,600,000</td>
<td>132,694,008.91</td>
<td>132,500,000.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The proportion of the capital and recurrent budget. Based on this idea, Table 4.3 above indicates a general increasing and decreasing trend for recurrent and capital appropriations respectively. Accordingly, the recurrent budget has been a proportion of 46% in 2007 and 2009, declined to 45% in 2010 but increased 41% in year 2010 Ethiopian budget year. Capital budget on the other hand, indicated a rapid increment from 50% in 2007 to 48% in 2011, but it is the same as 48% in 2012 budget years. However, the woreda more focused for infrastructure and developmental activities, the fact and the woreda annually report indicate but there is no problem on project budget implementation and controlling. On the other hand, there is huge amount of increment of budget instead of this there is an increment of budget difference comparatively to recurrent budget, general the above table show the city administration more focus for developmental infrastructure in the form 2007-2012 Ethiopian budget. On the other hand, there is more idle budget in the capital budget rather than recurrent budget and recently the annual report of the FOFED 2012 E.C also show there is lack of capital budget utilization and controlling due to weak project management. Capital budget of the bureau used to constructed schools, health institution, construction of rural road.

**Figure 4.4 Comparison of the proportion of capital and recurrent budget**

Source: survey Data.

**4.7 Approving of budget according to 1 plan**

A full understanding of the budget planning and preparation system is essential, not just to derive expenditure projections but to be able to advise policymakers on the feasibility and desirability of specific budget proposals, from a macroeconomic or microeconomic perspective. It is much easier to control government expenditures at the "upstream" point of budget preparation than later during the execution of the budget. Thus, fiscal economists and general budget advisors need to know: - what is the framework in which budget decisions are made, who is responsible for planning and preparing the budget, what are the basic steps, how can changes in budget plans be programmed and targeted?

The nature and constitute of public expenditure and budget differs across nations depending on economic, social, and administrative realities and trends of the specific country. In addition, analyzing budget and expenditure demands multiple factors to consider. For such situation the researcher needs to understand or what look likes the sululta woreda administration of ministry of
finance and economic development (OoFED) to analysis the fact six (6) questioners is forwarded as follows

**Table 4.5 approving of budget according physical plan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 The sululta woreda administration OoFED has adequate number of</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>professionals (budget officers) who prepare plan and budget budget</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 The sululta woreda administration OoFED revising their plan according</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to their approved budget</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 In the sululta woreda administration OoFED, there is a variation of</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plan with budget</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 The woreda analyze their budget properly in terms of their</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transformational</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 The offices prepare its annual plan based on its strategies</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Budget is prepared based on reliable data and reasonable estimated</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.7.1 Availability of skilled man power to prepare the budget & plan

Manpower Planning which is also called as Human Resource Planning consists of putting right number of people, right kind of people at the right place, right time, doing the right things for which they are suited for the achievement of goals of the foFED. Human Resource Planning has got an important place in the arena of industrialization. Human Resource Planning has to be a systems approach and is carried out in a set procedure. The woreda of the availability of skilled man power is the basic for preparing of budget according to the analysis the majority of the respondents, 19(32%) disagree and 20(33%) strongly disagree on the issue. On the other hand, 21(35%) agree on the issue. It was also revealed from the responses for open ended questions and audit report that the main challenges regarding skilled man power to planning and budgeting are;

- Turnover of employee
- Lack of training
- Low commitment of leadership
- To have more interest
- Lack of momentum in the short term &
- Lack of rewards for best performance etc.

Despite the fact that in the woreda there is a variation of budget with plan, the main cause of the Variation according to open-ended interviews is: -The city they do not take corrective action as the auditors recommend and suggest

Budgets are too rigid and prevent fast response
Lack spending budget according to the priorities &
Monitoring and evaluation is not performed constantly etc

4.7.2 Revising of plan according to approved budget

The majority of the respondents replied a positive relationship between the two Variables(plan and budget) on table 4.4 an office that has plans which are systematically linked to the annual budget does not generally make frequent plan revision in relation to budget, the respondents, from table above, the 25(46%) ,15(28%) agree and strongly agree respectively on the other hand
14(26%) no revising of plan according to approved budget timely in both the presence of systematic linkage between plan and annual budget and no strongly revision in city administration of finance and economic development Bureau. Therefore, the responses were given arbitrarily without considering or knowing the real situation of their office, or they were not voluntary to reveal the exact problem. On the other hand, the open-ended data indicated that there were variation between plan and annual budget. According to the respondents, due to the variation between plan and budget, they would be forced to revise plan to include new activities. Less attention is given to the preparations of plan and budget. The cause for the variation of budget was mainly attributable to failing to consider the current market price at the beginning of the budget year. As recognized from their written response, some sub cities present their annual budget by coping simply from the previous year budget request because of inexperience. Further, what the budget users plan does not consider the appropriated budget of the institution and economic situation of the country. Adequate orientation is presented rarely about plan and budget revising by the concerned bureau. What is complained by the budget users is infrequent revision of the strategic plan (or rigidity) periodically has put in burden on annual plan of units, Budget users are provided additional duties (which are new and outside of the annual plan) to be executed from their budget without supplementary funds. It, thus, produces further burden on the available budget, According to the report revealed by the Planning and Budget Department of OoFED in 2009 E.C annually, the problems were observed by budget users in connection with revising of plan according to approved budgets an estimation of project expense it is never accurate and the problem is bring to at the implementation phase.

4.7.3 The existence of matching of plan and budget

The majority of the respondents 40(67%) and 20(33%) is yes and no respectively therefore in the woreda there is a variation of appropriation and spending, in the open-ended interview sand According to the report revealed by the Planning and Budget Department of OoFED in 2009 E.C annual report, the following problems were observed by budget users in Coordination with plan and budget preparation for instance the following problem also addressing:-

- The plan and budget was prepared without all participants’ the lower elders, discussion, and approval of concerned units and persons. As a result, presenting exaggerated budget, overlooking programs, excess number of budget transfer and adjustments happened
➢ The prepared budget did not include the relevant issues and the institution’s strategic plan fully.
➢ Presentation of budget demand without work plan for some extents
➢ Lack of Reasonable and acceptable predictable inflation
➢ Lack of revising budget with plan constantly etc. in such situation there is a variation of budget and plan at the city administration of finance and economic development bureau.

4.7.4 Sub cites properly analysis of budget based on transformational plan

The daily activities for budget administration rest mainly with the spending agencies themselves. Therefore, to achieve proper resource allocation there should be proper analysis of the budget preparation by spending agencies. Accordingly, regarding the proper analysis of the budget by the spending agencies 25(46%) disagree and 18(33%) of the respondent neutral and 7(14%) strongly agree and 4(7%) strongly disagree that public agencies analyze their budget in terms of government priority. It was also indicated on the responses for open ended questions that the problems in budget preparation are, office of finance and economics development does not give sufficient time for budget and also does not try to check whether spending agencies are requesting budget for the plan they hearing have. In addition, spending agencies do not have appropriate standard and unit cost to prepare their budget. This all have a negative effect on the preparation thus spending trend

4.7.5 Preparing of annual plan based on its strategies document

To achieve mission of the institution, flexible strategic plan has great value as it is depicted on the table 4.3 above key informants were asked about the preparation of plan whether its related with strategies document or not. As we have seen on the above table from the total of 54 informants 25 (33%) of them disagree 20(37%) of them agreed and also 9(17%) strongly agree on the existence of plan prepared in relation to budget. From the responses the two ideas contradict with each other because the responses of the two questionnaires have almost near to equal rate of percentage. As recognized from their written response, some budget users units prepare their annual budget by coping from the previous year budget request because of inexperience. Furthermore, they explained that budget users plan does not consider the approved budget of the City bureau and overall there is seldom orientation given about plan and budget preparation according to strategic plan by OOFED Budget department for the budget users. Both of the plan and annual budget preparation are synonymous. To achieve
mission of the Organization, flexible strategic plan has great value for such situation 25(46%) disagree because of there is lack of accountability and transparency but some budgetary institution can follow their annually plan according to city administration strategies plan.

4.7.6 Preparing budget reasonable & estimated cost

A good cost estimate is unbiased. It should not be made by someone who would over or under-state the numbers. The cost estimate should clearly define the purpose of the activities, what it will accomplish, what assumptions are made, how long the estimate invalid, and how much the project will cost. It should show all interested parties everything relevant, without holding back information. The estimate should be flexible, adaptable and provide a range of the costs involved. Cost estimates start out broad, and as various stages are completed, they are more accurately defined in such situation the city administration of finance and economy development is reasonable & estimated cost according to the respondents. The majority of the respondents is 26(43%) strongly disagree, 17 (28%) is strongly agree 11 (18%) agree this show that such practice has resulted in preparing budget without the basis of reasonable estimates and data. The effect was reflected on purchase process. During procurement, budget shortage occurred at the time of bid. Moreover, the shortage of skilled manpower or plan expert exacerbated the problem. The respondents' answers are summarized as the follows: greater part of budget experts agreed on the existence of weaknesses in budget preparation without reasonable and estimated cost even though there are others who do not agree. Some of the respondents explained that some budget users prepare their annual budget by over estimating. And they do not give priority of activities while preparing the financial plan. Moreover, most of the time the amount of budget requested for each item is purposely exaggerated. The main reason is they considered as the office responsible for budget approval allocates budget by reducing some percentage from the initial request. So that, according to their intention. In addition to this the cause for the revision of budget was mainly contributed by failing to consider the amount of budget needed for the fiscal year at the beginning of the budget year. On the other hand, other departments are considered that plan is always prepared by the planning department only and they left out for themselves. Such situation has resulted in preparing budget without the exact basis of reasonable estimates and base line data.

4.7.7 Submitting of budget with plan
If the budget requests do not cover expected expenditures based on the proposed work, the reviewers may question the reasonableness of the request and possibly eliminate some of the items or personnel costs. If they submitted actual demand without overestimation, the amount approved for that budget year would become less than what is expected. Of the budget experts, all of them stated that city administration Plan and Budget Department has no adequate number of skilled persons to conduct budget analysis. Moreover, for the question on the budget preparation majority 30 (50%) strongly disagree and 16(27%) disagree and 4(7%) agree that budget users prepare their financial plan based on realistic, valid assumptions, and by knowledgeable individuals there for around half of the respondents is strongly disagree for submitting of budget without plan, therefore there is submitting of plan with budget.

4.8 Implementation and controlling issues of public spending

Budgetary or appropriation accounting consists of tracking and registering operations concerning appropriations and their uses. It should cover appropriations, apportionment, any increase or decrease in appropriations, commitments/obligations, expenditures at the verification/delivery stage, and payments, budgetary accounting is only one element of government accounting system, but it is the most crucial for both formulating policy and supervising budget implementation. In particular, weaknesses in budgetary accounting and recording make quality analysis of the performance, outputs or outcomes impossible. Most developed countries keep registers for their transactions at each stage of the expenditure cycle, or at least at the obligation stage and the payment stage. This, whatever their accounting system or budget execution procedures. Many developing countries keep similar registers, either at the spending agency level or through centralized control procedures. However, in both cases, budgetary accounting presents inadequacies. On the one hand, when registers are kept by agencies, information is not systematically available at the level of the Ministry of Finance, which would need it to supervise budget implementation. In practice in some of these countries budgetary accounting covers only payments. On the other hand, where control procedures are centralized, sometimes information on budget execution concerns administrative steps that do not correspond to the stages in the expenditure cycle such "administrative" information is useless for analyzing budget implementation. In spending agencies keep books on an "accrual" basis such arrangements, despite their advantages, created difficulties in the timely monitoring of payments according to the budget classification. Therefore, in these spending agencies efforts are currently focused on
the implementation of a system of monitoring payments. The benefits of monitoring either obligations or expenditures at the verification stage or the payments stage are sometimes debated. Actually, information is needed at each stage of the expenditure cycle and can be easily compiled, thanks to developments in electronic technology. Adequate recording of appropriations, revisions in appropriations, transfers between appropriations, actual spending, etc. is a prerequisite for good management. In several developing countries, it is difficult to know exactly which budget is being implemented, because decisions concerning allocations and reallocations of appropriations are contained in various circulars and are not gathered into a single document. The budget implementation plan should be updated regularly to take into account decisions concerning appropriations.

**Table: 4.6 budget utilization and controlling**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Sts v.s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do budgetary institutions use their budgets based on their planned cash flows</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do sectors frequently ask budget transfers?</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have a budgetary control system which enables the budgetary institutions to report on their budgeted and actual expenditure</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does your bureau prepare timely, explanatory and complete budget implementation reports to city administration council</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do budgetary institutions keep complete and reliable Budgetary records?</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.8.1 Budget utilization based on cash flow**

During implementation stage, spending agencies are required to prepare to the cash budget and required to act accordingly. Regarding utilization of budget based on cash flow, majority of the respondents 34(57%) ensured that budgetary institutions do use their budgets based on their planned cash flow or cash budget. However, 20(37%) responds that sectors do not used their
budget based on cash flow. On the other hand, evidences from financial reports ensured that majority of the budget is spent on the increased and decrease pattern but there is variation of each budget year. Moreover, responses from the open-ended question and interviewed indicate that there is practice to use their budget on timely based on their cash budget except some sub-cities and institutions. These all can result the budget to be under spend, hence affects the spending trend, however the main advantages of utilization of budget based of cash flow that helps determine whether cash balances remain sufficient to fulfill regular obligations and whether minimum liquidity and cash balance requirements stipulated by banks, it also helps to determine whether too much cashes retained that could be nothing rather than using for effectives activities.

Budget utilization based on cash is basic issue for city administration of finance and economy development Bureau as the interview they controlling the budget by system of integrated budget and expenditure system (IBEX)

4.8.2 Budget transfers

When carrying out the action the beneficiary may adjust the estimated budget by budget transfers between items of eligible costs but once budget is proclaimed, expenditure is supposed not to exceed the approved budget. However, what so ever properly formulated budget exists, the future may not be as expected. Budget transfer should not be the function of budgetary institutions. However, under certain circumstances and urgent situations public bodies are permitted to perform the transfers. But, if transfers are frequent it may be due to inadequate preparation of the budget. The researcher analysis in the above table 4.4 36(70 and 18(30%) responds yes and no for frequent transfer request respectively. Therefore because of less commitment on planning, budget preparation, over and underutilization of budget, lack of revising of budget according to approved budget and rarely submitting of budget without plan also a critical problem on budget utilization, however on the open-ended interviews there is a way of transfer budget request permitted by law but the some sub-cities has been more requested rather than the law permitted special at the end of the budget year.

4.8.3 Budget control system

Budgetary control is the process by which budgets are prepared for the future period and are compared with the actual performance for finding out variances, if any. The comparison of budgeted figures with actual figures will help the management to find out variances and take
corrective actions without any delay and a control technique whereby actual results are compared with budgets. Any differences (variances) are made the responsibility of key individuals who can either exercise control action or revise the original budgets. A budgetary control system is a system which uses budgets to control expenditure. According to budget administrative manual of the city government the basic features of this system includes:

- Planning the activities to achieve the objectives which include the preparation of budgets.
- recording the actual expenditure incurred
- Comparing actual costs (results) against the plan (budget)
- investigating material variables
- Taking corrective actions and Reviewing and revising plans in the light of changing circumstances or changes that have been taken place.

All the respondents 60(100%) ensured that the system is existing. However, interview with the Finance and Modern audit core process owner ensured that, despite the fact that the system is established, there are challenges in adherence to it because uncertainties activities occurred due to illegal action made for the unbudgeted operation & in the open-ended question the experts address the following limitation of budget controls :-

- It is really difficult to prepare the budgets accurately under inflationary conditions.
- Budgets are prepared for the future period which is always uncertain. In future, conditions may change which will upset the budgets. Thus, future uncertainties minimize the utility of budgetary control system.
- Budgetary control is only a management tool. It cannot replace management indecision-making because it is not a substitute for management.
- The success of budgetary control depends upon the support of the top management. Insome extents there is lack of support from top management, then this will poor.

**4.8.4 Submission of reports on their budgeted and actual expenditure**

Submission of a reporting is one of the systems that controlling the budget, therefore the town government OoFED is expected to submit financial reports to city government council quarterly; so that the legislative body can take corrective action as the case may be. The researcher asked a question whether BoFED is discharging its responsibility or not. The analysis show 34(63%) of the respondents said yes 40(48%) of respondent said no. therefore there is dalliance the submission of budget utilization report on timely basis and also in open-ended interview
supporting the issue, In addition to the Finance and Modern audit core process owner ensured that, the focus of the report is only on financial aspect and does not include physical performance of projects. Because the reporting system is focused on financial performance rather than physical performance and also there is a delay of report to submit the concerned body and there is not corrective action taken immediately by the top management the fact also supporting and the experts addressing the problem and annually reports shows.

4.8.5 Availability of complete budgetary records

To compare actual spending with the approved budget and to take corrective action if actual spending deviates from budgeted. The analysis show, 31(52%) respond no. On the other hand, 229(48%) respondents ensured that there is no budgetary institutions maintain proper budgetary records. On the contrary, evidence from the audit reports of Finance and Modern audit of the city government of OoFED ensured that there are budgetary institutions which do not maintain complete budgetary records. Instead of this there is a problem of completed recording of a budgetary data due to the following factors:-

1. Poor budget preparation
2. Lack of necessary and completed document
3. Requesting payment without approved budget
4. A trend of high request budget transfer at the end of budget year.

4.9 performances of auditing and internal controls for allocated budget

Performance auditing is a systematic, objective assessment of the accomplishments or processes of a government program or activity for the purpose of determining its effectiveness, economy, or efficiency. This determination, along with recommendations for improvement, is reported to managers, ministers, and legislators, who are responsible for enacting the recommendations or ensuring accountability for corrective action. Performance auditing is an important building block with which to improve accountable and responsive governance of public resources. As government programs continue to grow in magnitude and complexity, public sector auditing has evolved and extended its scope beyond mere financial or compliance audits to the auditing of performance to support policy makers in their oversight role. Performance auditing is a very new development in the history of auditing. Its growth parallels the evolution of politics and public administration from a one-dimensional focus on control of inputs (resources) toward broader attention to accountability for outputs and outcomes. This evolution of auditing represents both a
means by which auditors can continue to be relevant and a move toward fulfilling their accountability role in governance.

**Table: 4.7 performing of auditing for allocated budget**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal auditors of budgetary institution independently Conduct their duties and responsibilities.</td>
<td>16 (27%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All budgetary institutions and some pulley center have adequate internal control audit section/unit.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOFED have enforcing mechanism to implement (improve) the audit comments of the Auditor General of the sululta woreda finfinne sounding zone</td>
<td>18 (30%)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal auditors conduct performance auditing to evaluate</td>
<td>8 (13%)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The bureau has adequate internal audit controls system to ensure that funds are utilized for the intended purpose.</td>
<td>34 (57%)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.9.1 Adequacy of internal control**

Controls can be evaluated and improved to make the sululta woreda of finance and economy development performance run more economically, effectively and efficiently to use the limited resources and Internal control is the methods and procedures within the organization established to safeguard assets, check the accuracy and reliability of financial and other data, promote operational efficiency and encourage adherence to the prescribed policies and procedures of the organization. In addition, it can also help to ensure reliable financial reporting and compliance with laws and regulations. Based on the idea, the researcher asked to rate the respondents whether there is adequate internal control or not. According the respondent, 16(27%) and 8(13%) becomes neutral and agree respectively. On the other hand, majority of the respondents 32(53%)
strongly agree on the issue. However, evidence gathered from plan, budget, monitoring and evaluation sub process owner in the bureau did not have stable human resource skills manpower and the requirement of the position or job specification in BPR study did not relevant criteria with the position of the requirements. This indicate that there is no well-functioning adequate internal control system, hence affects the spending trend by either reducing or increasing the expenditure other than real amount.

4.9.2 Internal audit section in each budgetary institution

The existence of internal audit section helps an organization to conduct thorough examination of the accounting process including the whole system and helps whether transactions are recodes in a proper manner and system is operated efficiently. Accordingly, a question about existence of internal audit section in all budgetary institutions is asked. Consequently, most of the respondent 32(53%) and 16(27%) are agree and neutral respectively on the issue. On the other hand, respondents of 9(15%) and 3(5%) are disagree and strongly disagree respectively on the issue. This indicate that, its existence can contribute a lot towards the good management of public expenditure, if it operates as per the principles of auditing and have a positive impact on the spending trend but they are not well structured and organized.

4.9.3 Independence of the internal auditors

An “internal audit” can be critical to the successful operation and growth of any Bureau before the external audit team even begins to add their value. According to the bureau internal auditors “internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add value and improve an organization’s operations. It helps a bureau accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and governance processes.” The mere existence of internal audit section in budgetary institutions becomes worthless its auditors perform their duties and responsibilities independently. Based on this essence of auditing, respondents were asked to rate about the independence of internal auditors. Consequently, majority of respondents 26(43%) and 16(27%) are disagree and neutral respectively, on the other hand, 9(15%) becomes strongly agree on the matter and 3(5%) strongly disagree. This indicates the independence of internal auditors in the city government becomes not as per principles. Therefore, if auditors lack independence, they cannot perform their duties properly. Lack of proper audit will lead to failure in implementing the budget properly. This is turn may increase expenditures or underutilize the
budget, misusing of budget & increased transfer of budget in such situation in the bureau there is not good independence of internal auditors there for the transaction of a bureau is affects the spending trend, Besides their independence auditors should possess the required professional skill to perform their duties properly. Accordingly, a question regarding the professional skill of the internal auditors was asked to respondents show table4.6. This indicates that internal auditor in the city government do not possess the required skill and knowledge that enables them to perform their duties properly. This in turn may increase expenditure of the sululta woreda finance biro and economic development administration than the approved budget.

4.9.4 Timely improvement the recommendations of the Auditor General

Budgeting is a cyclical decision-making process for allocating limited fiscal resources to achieve organizational priorities and objectives over a specific time period there for they needs to improve the audit comment on the timely basis by using systematic mechanize to follow the budget implementation according to approved budget or not in such situation in the sululta woreda administration, Accurate and timely implementation of the recommendation of the external auditors report eliminates waste, corrects inefficiencies and in general improves unless its auditors perform their duties and responsibilities independently. Based on this essence of auditing, respondents were asked to rate about the independence of internal auditors. Consequently, majority of respondents 26(43%) and 16(27%) are disagree and neutral respectively, on the other hand, 8(13%) becomes strongly agree on the matter and 3(5%) strongly disagree. This indicates the independence of internal auditors in the city government becomes not as per principles. Therefore, if auditors lack independence, they cannot perform their duties properly. Lack of proper audit will lead to failure in implementing the budget properly. This in turn may increase expenditures or underutilize the budget, misusing of budget & increased transfer of budget in such situation in the

4.9.5 Conducting performance audit by internal auditors

Performance auditing is an independent auditing process aimed at evaluating the measures instituted by management or the lack of these measures to ensure that, Resources have been acquired economically and utilizing efficiently and effectively.

According to Dittenhofer (2001), performance auditing is a means to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness in budget implementation. In addition, it was indicated that performance auditing is
the responsibility of both internal and external auditors. Accordingly, respondents were asked whether the inspection section of budgetary institutions conducts performance auditing or not. Consequently, the majority of the respondents 33(61%) and 14(26%) are neutral and strongly agree on the issue. On the other hand, 7(13%) becomes disagree on the issue. If auditors fail to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of public spending, this results implementers to become careless in giving attention toward achieving the efficiency and effectiveness in public spending. This fact again can lead toward rush yearend spending and budget to left used that affects technical efficiency and failure to implement the projects that affect outcome thus the effectiveness

CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusions and Recommendation
5.1. General Overview
This chapter provides the findings and recommendations based on the stated in the objectives and research questions. The study focused on assessment of the budget implementation and controlling in oromia region surrounding Finfinne sululta woreda administration in the case of ministry of finance and economic development Bureau (FOFED). For this reason, it reviewed relevant literatures and documents and collected data from the targeted population. Therefore, during the analysis the following findings were identified basically, the study focuses Assessment on budget implementation and controlling and identifies the challenges that hinder the plan and budget integration, budget and expenditure, implementation and controlling&auditing performance in the sululta woreda administrational budget based on evidence from the FOFED of city government. To achieve the objectives of the study, the researcher employed mixed research approach and used both primary and secondary data sources. This is because to ensure the sufficiency of data and for triangulation purpose so that reliability and validity of the findings of the research becomes on the follows
❖ The Organization used fixed budget system to achieve organizational objective. Both department and top management bodies can prepare their specific need of budget of the organization and it was run for a year.
❖ Majority of respondents confirmed that, the strategic plan of the woreda is not effectively communicating to lower level managements, the top management reducing the approved budget
without negotiation and less participation of lowers level managers, the approved budget is not effectively allocating and not revised throughout the year.

- As implied majority of respondents, the organization has a problem of budget implementation. This is because budget holders are not using the approved budget based on the annual plan time’s specification and activities; there were time dalliance to accomplish tasks and underutilization of approved budget, top management not focused on budget utilization, budget revision and approval process.

- With related to budget reporting and variance analysis, respondents implied that, the periodic budget report which is prepared by budget holders is quarterly and it takes three months to take corrective action. This is due to lack of management attention on budget variance, limited periodic performance report, problem of timely feedback mechanism, monitoring and comparison of budget variance problem. In general, there is no effective budgetary control that contributes to the achievement of goals and objectives.

- As indicated by respondents, the organization used measurement and evaluation system by financial audit and department report. However, the organization do not used additional techniques to measure and evaluate budget performance of the organization, such as; the company does not use budget achievement as performance measurement criteria, did not use budget as benchmark for performance evaluation, and did not use measurement and evaluation system of revenue budget performance-based analysis.

- The result of correlation coefficient shows that all determinate variables predict on the study significantly and positively correlated with variable of Budget implementation and controlling performance.

5.2. **Conclusion of the study**

- Regarding budget preparation and plan the study found that the strategic plan of the bureau is not effectively communicate to lower level management (budget holders). The problem of inappropriately using the two processes arise, because the firm does not properly integrate them and have no unit that support strategic management as a result, when lower management request planed budget, Top management reduced its amount without having acceptable justification. This top management decision encourages budget holders to submit highly exaggerated budget in subsequent
budget years. Therefore, due to lack of integration work between budget holder and budget approval the company did not proposed the needed budget.

- The challenge budget preparation and controlling also affect budget utilization of the organization accordingly, the organization more affect by under utilization of the estimated budget. Relevant reports explained that such underutilization arose from low capacity to utilize approved budget. On the other hand, although respondents said to be appreciative for utilization of its budget in the previous.

- Regarding performance reporting, the study found that the organization prepared performance report every quarterly for all departments. However, it is difficult to enforce all department report at the same time some of the department may need frequently report while some may not. Therefore, budget controlling regarding report results are not considering divisional activities and work nature.

- Regarding performance evaluation, the study found that, the organization measurement and evaluation system is depending on financial audit and department report. However, the organization did not use other types of methods to measure and evaluate budget performance, such as, measuring using bench mark on the use of budget, like separating, operation performance, and revenue performance, as a results budget evaluation did not provide specific feedback for budget utilize.

5.3. Recommendation
Based on the data finding and conclusion made, the study suggests the following recommendations.

- As implied in the finding parts, lower level of management and were not participated on the master budget plan of the organization, as a result there were miss - much between need of budget and approved budget. Therefore, to minimize such a problem the study recommends that, top level of management consider participation of lower level of management in the cooperate planning of the organization and submit to budget holder divisions for discussion and revision of the budget plan.

- Regarding budget implementation and utilization there were a challenge of effective implementation of budget, since the effective implementation of budget is not simple matter, it is advisable to exist clear and open communication among managers, employees as well as departments for better performance and to achieve the goal of the organization.
There were challenges observed on budget deficit and variance minimization problem in the studied organization. In spite of that, the organization presents report every quarter it may not be sufficient to controlled variance. In addition, it is advisable to the organization to present performance report monthly, take immediate corrective action, and control variance.

There should be need comprehensive review and analysis of budget expenditure of the past year experience to improve budget efficiency of current year as well as it must be supported by plan research and development for newly established project budget requirement.

Regarding budget preparation, budget should be prepared according to tangible plan; tangible in relation to financial requirement.

The budget and planning office should analyze in detail the request budget before approved. In addition, the company should employ external expert for analyze the proposed budget fairness. There should be adequate budget control and monitoring system at each stage of budget cycle. This will be achieving by using company computer network system and available expert.

Finally, the researcher would like to recommend that future studies should be carried out to establish the challenges related to the budgetary process in sululta woreda finance of economic development.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear respondent,

This questionnaire is designed to assess on “Budget implementation and controlling in finfinne souranding sululta woreda finance and development”: A case study of office of finance and economic development (office of finance and economic development). The questionnaire intends to collect information for academic purpose only and be regarded confidential. In order to make this study successful, the researcher kindly requests you to fill in the Questionnaires brought to you.

PART 1: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

1. **Gender (please tick)** Male_39_Female 21____

2. **Level of Education (please tick)**
   - A. Ordinary level____
   - B. Advanced level____
   - C. Certificate education____
   - D. Diploma education____
   - E. Degree level____
   - F. Postgraduate/Masters level____

3. **Work experience (please tick)**
   - ≤5 years ____
   - 6 to 10 years ____
   - 11 to 15 years ____
   - Above 16 years____

Appendix 1 questioners To assess the integration of budget and planning (please)

1. Medium term expenditure Frame work ((MTEFs)) is prepared in each spending
agency?
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree
2. The bureau has mechanism to link the annual budget proposal with the physical plans of budgetary institutions.
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree
3. There is strong relationship between project planning and formulation of capital budget in every spending agency?
Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree
4. You have adequate understanding to prepare plan and budget?
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree

Appendix 2 questioners To assessing reason for mismatching of budget and plan at BoFED (please tick)
5. The city administration BoFED has adequate number of professionals (budget officers) who prepare plan and budget?
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree
6. In the sululta woreda administration BoFED revising their plan according to their approved budget?
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree
7. In the sululta woreda administration BoFED, is there a variation of plan with budget?
Yes No No comment if “yes”, in your opinion, what are the reasons for variation plan and budget?

8. In the woreda some off analyze their budget properly in terms of their transformational plan?
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree
9. The offices prepare its annual plan based on its strategies documents of city?
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree
10. Budget is prepared based on reliable data and reasonable estimated cost.
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree
11. There is a tendency of submitting budget request without plan?
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (E) strongly agree
Appendix 1 questioners To examine budget utilization and controlling in BoFED (please tick)

12. Do budgetary institutions use their budgets based on their planned cash flows?
   Yes No no any comment if “No”, in your opinion, what is the reasons not using budget based on cash flow?

13. Do sectors frequently ask budget transfers?
   Yes No No comment

14. Do you have a budgetary control system which enables the budgetary Institutions to report on their budgeted and actual expenditure?
   Yes No No comment

15. Does your bureau prepare timely, explanatory and complete budget Implementation reports to city administration council?
   Yes No No comment

16. Do budgetary institutions keep complete and reliable budgetary records?
   Yes No No comment

Appendix 4 questioners To see how auditing is performed in BoFED for Allocated Budget (please tick)

17. The bureau has adequate internal audit controls system to ensure that funds are utilized for the intended purpose.
   (A)Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (D) strongly agree

18. All budgetary institutions and pulley have adequate internal control audit section/unit?
   (A)Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (D) strongly agree

19. Internal auditors of budgetary institutions independently conduct their duties and responsibilities?
   (A)Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (D) strongly agree

20. BoFED have enforcing mechanism to implement (improve) the audit comments of the Auditor General of the sululta woreda bureau of finance economic development ?
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) disagree (D) strongly agree

21. Internal auditors conduct performance auditing to evaluate efficiency and effectiveness of budget utilization?
(A) Strongly agree (B) agree (C) neutral (D) strongly agree

22. What are the major challenges observed so far in the audit functions (results) in BoFED?

_______________________________

=======/======